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-AIWAI'XE RESTRICTED REX'ORT 

THE TWO- 9 2XE3JSIONAL IXCOMPRESSIBLE POmNTL4L FLOW 

OVER CORRUGATE3 AlW DISTORTED INFIi'?ITE STJlACES 

By W. Per1 ana L. J. Green 

SUMMARY 

The tlro-dimensional incompressible potential flow over corru- 
gations and bunqs of arbitrwy shaFe is derived by confo-rmal trens- 
formation. The results are compared with those obtained by the 
met!ds of thin-airfoil theory. Some discussion is inchaea 0P the 
flow over bmps that protrude both inward an6 outward from a wall. 

IXi 'RODUCTION 

Analyses nf the effects of local surface distortions on the drag 
and the critical speed of airfoils usually begin with a consideration 
of the two-dimensioll ineoiipressible potential flow over a surface 
having these distortions. In reference 1, for example, the well- 
knclm approxtite methods of thin-airfoil theory are applies to the 
calculation of the velocity distribution over periodic corrugations 
and isolated bumps of sinusoidal &ape. 

In this paper the ideal flow pas t such shapes is derived by more 
exact conformal mapping methods of W. Per1 o f the NACA staff, particu- 
larly inasmuch as the nmerical application of these methods is a.kost 
as simple as that of tie approxtiate methoas of thin-airfoil theory. 
The results are compared with those obtained by thin-airfoiil theory. 
Some inciaental discussion of the conditions at a cusped edge ma 
of the mapping of bumps tihat extend both inward and outward from a 
wall is also given. 

The analysis in this paper was begun at Langley Memorial Aero- 
nautical Laboratory an& completed at the Aircraft Engine Research 
Laboratory of the NACA at Cleveland, Ohio. 
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THE FLOW OVER A CORRUGATED SURFACE 

Consider a corrugated surface, all the cross sections of which 
pamllel to a fixed plane are the same, having infinite length and 
arbitray but periodic shape. It is desired t? find the velocity 
distribution prduced along the surface by an ideal incompressible 
fluid moving parallel to this plane. The free-stream velocity suf- 
ficiently far from the cwrugztion is assumed to be constant, par- 
allel to the axis of periodicity of the cross section, and of 
magriituae unity. 

The problem is solved by firding the confxmal transformaticn 
bdxeen points ?f the corrugation (actually the crws secti.Dn), 
taken as periodic abcrut the &axis of a z-plane, and pdnts of a 
straight line, ixken as the @-axis of a P-plane (fig. 1). The 
Cartesiarn mapping function (CMF), which relates c(c?nfwmally cwre- 
spending pairs of points in the 3x2 planes, is defined as the vectw 
difference z - C: between such pairs of pDints. 
Thus 

2 - % 5 Cl - ic = (9 - vO) - i (@ - 9) 
1 

The various quantities nxe defined in figure 1. 

The CXF z - [ can be regsdea as a function that is regular 
everywhere outside a circle ty virtue Tf the transformations 

2 = log p' 

in which the coordinates of p1 and p are 

p' = e $f+iS 

$O+i$ 
p =I? 

Equation (2a) tr?z.sfxms the'semi-infinite periodic strip in the 
z-plane, lxxxxled by 9 = 0, 9 = 25i, and the corrugation v(e), 

-into the entire region gutsicle the p' -plane near circle that cxre- 
spuds lx the wrrugation. The corrugation given by the Cartesian 
coctrdinates v and 9 in the z-plane is represented in the p'-plane 
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by the near circle with polar coordinates e' and 8. 
equation (2b) transfojxts the 

SimUarly, 
semi-idinite periodic strip, bomaed 

bg jfj = 0, $4 = 2x, an& the fLaxis ($, = 0), into the entire 
regfon 0uti3iae a unit circle in the p-plane, The CM' z - 5 ,becomes 
a fu.nctj.o~ that is regular everD:here outside the p-plane unit 
circle and. is therefcre expressible by an inverse power series . 

P 
z - p = log (PI/P) = 

IL- 
'2 
JP 

1 
wherein the constant tern,, representing a relative translation 
betx7ec.n the z-plane an& the [-pkne, ks been m&e zero, The trans- 
Por.tion log (PI/P) in equdlon (3) has been tl.sea-'n reference 2. 
On the bounder-ies equation (3) becomes, with p = e1 $ afia 

'n = an + ibn, 

Wpl) = e.an 
-7 

-7 
CO9 nj.d 9 Zb,, si-n n@ _ 

I l. ‘L I 
k- (4) 

-c(s) = ebn cos n$ - 'ri.an sin npl j 

Kie -mapping functLn $(j?) - 
1 ,i 

ic($) for a given boundary d'(Q) 
can be obtdned from equations (4). Conversely, special families 
02 ccrrugations are ob';ai:?ed by selecting various harmonics in equa- 
tions (4); for example, a stiple type of corrugation is given by 

$qiJ) = - $s co9 $5 

(5) 

Tlhere T/2 is the thickness ratPo of the corrugation, de%ined.as 
the total height h (fig. 1) divided by the wave length 2x; the 
quantity T is thus analogous to the thiclo?-ess ratio 
(maWmum thf&ness/chord) of akfoil sections. The members of this 
faily (equations (5)) correspondilrlg to T = 0, 0.1, 0.2, ana 0.3 
are glotted in figwe 2 as against 0. 
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Once the mapping function of a corrugation is lmotm, the veloc- 
ity v at any po1in-t on the surface is given by the product of the 
veloc?ty 02 the straight-line boundary, which is unity, and the 
stretching factor idp2l fr $011~ the straight line to the corruga- 
tion-: thus, by use of equations (l), 

For the special family of corrugations given by equations (5) 
the velocity distribution reduces to 

AV v-l ,zT 
-qFTqz Ill I---- 

1 

L 

.-1 1 0) 
/i:l i- CT? 

( I 

2 I 
b' -i- + flT cos 8 

-I 
Figure 5 shows the velocity distributions of members of the special 
femily S$X~ in figure 2. As T--+ 0, $ and Av also-+ 0, but 
both ' zp and .--&&--A- co8 8. These limiting values agree with 
the thin-airfoil results obtained by Allen (reference 1). 

In the general case of a given arbitrary corrugation q(0), 
the CNF I)($) - ic($) can be determined by successive appro%ima- 
tions. Suppose, for example, that the zeroth approximation to the 
corrugation $(G) is the straight line e,(g) - ie,($) = 0. The 
first-approximation ordinates $1($), corresponding to a set of 
evenly spaced $6 values, are then obtained from the given boundary 
at‘the abscissas Q. = $!. Tae function %@), conjugate to 
W$)s is determined by harmonic analysis and synthesis in accord- 
ance with equatio-ns (4). The resulting first-aw3roximation 
CHF tqj?!) - iel($) yields the coordinates $l($), qj9 = PI -~&4 
of a boundary, wIIich is compared ~9th the given boundary. If the 
agreement is not satisfaCtOril$ close, the procedure is repeated; 
the second-approximation ordinates c2($) corresponding to the same 
set of eve,nly spaced fl values, are obtained from the given boundary 
at the abscissas Ql(#) = # - El($), etc. 
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As an example of the general procedure and for comparison with 
-t;ae resulls of Allen (reference 1) iii the case of nonnegligible thick- 
ness, a cosine corrugation with a thiclkness ratio of 0.2 was taken 
as I)=-" 10 cos 8. The zeroth approximation was chosen as the 
special corrugation T = 0.2 cf figure 2. The maximum difference 
in ordinates of the two surfaces ?las 30 percent. After the first 
apprcximation the max'Lmum difference between the ordinates of the 
given cosine corrugaticn and the f +&-approximation boundary was 
reduced tt about 4 percent. A second and a third approximation 
further reduced the difference to 1 and 0.25 percents, respectively. 
The resulting CMF and the velocity distribution for the third. 
approximation are given in table 1. Figure 4 show this velocity 
distribution as well as the.approximate velocity distribution based 
on thin-airfoil theory. As was demonstrated by Allen, the approxi- 
mate velocity distribution is a cosine distribution. 

The results obtained by the tl7o methods for a t‘nickness ratio 
of 20 percent differ appreciably; the maximum difference is about 
16 percent of the maximum increment of velocity over the free-stream 
value. In the range of thickness ratios contemplated by Allen, how 
ever, the results of thin-airfoil theory are undoubtedly of sufficient 
accuracy, as far as incompressible potential flow is concerned. 

TBEFLOWOVERABUMP 

Consider a swface that is perfectly flat except for an isolated 
bump or a disturbance of constant chord length and infinite span; 
assume the flow over the surface to be at right angles to the span 
and of magnitude unity sufficiently far from the bump. A tT,To- 
dimensional symmetrical flow is obtained by reflecting the bump in 
the plane surface. This problem is solved by conformally mapping 
the symmetrical section, taken in the z-plane, into its axis of 
symmetry, taken in the c-plane. The coordinates in the two planes 
are (fig. 5) 

The CM? z - 5 becomes a function regular in the exterior of a 
circle IpI = R as a result of the Joukowki transformation 

___- _ ._----. ._- .__. - _--.- - _--___ - 
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and can be expressed as an inverse power series 

For corresponding 
p-planes, 

0) 

z- (” Ax -I- iAy = 

points on the boundaries in the z-, [-, and 

(9) 

Ax($) = 2 $ =I? 
Co8 n@ +C -g sin nj3 1 

0 0 R 00) 
5 bn OS% T,A~($) = /, --+ cos n$ -c -n sin n@ 

0' OR J 

I:($) = r co9 fi + L?x(pI) (r = 2R) 

The velocity v at any point of the symmetrical section is the 
product of the velocity at the corresponding point of the circle 
IFI = R and the stretching factor ldp/azI. The result is 

(11) 

The sections under consideration are now assumed to be symmetrical 
with respect to both the coordinate axes and to have a horizontal 
tangent at their chordwise extremities on the x-axis. The Fourier 
series (equations (10)) are thereby simplified; symmetry with 
respect to the x-axis requires that bn = 0, and symmetry with 
respect to the y-axis requires the vanishing of even harmonics. 
Hence, 

+3 an 
AX =A -7fi co9 nfi 

lR 

&a, AY =- > - sin n@ b Rn 
1 

i , (n odd) 
&a) 

(12b) 

- --- -_ .--- __ 
-, w--v-- I--- __-. ~--_- - . .__. 
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The condition that the section have a horizontal tangent at the 
chordvise extremities, that is, 

dY 1 -= dx 
r sin fi +g nan sin n@ 

7 
I 

be zero for $4 = 0, is satisfied if 

Co 0, c nan = 0,. r+xn2an#0 (13) 
1 1 

A simple example of a family of bumps satisfying conditions (13) 
is given by 

Ax=-; 

by = 2 sin 3$] 

x = (1 - ; 
>. 

CO8 $ + 4 cos 3$ 

(14) 

05) 

vhere the value of r has been so adjusted that the chordwise 
extremities of the section are at x = 21. The thickness ratio T 
is defined as twice the height of the bump divided by its length 2. 
The bumps given by equations (14) and (15) are shown in figure 6(a) 
for T = 0, 0.1, 0.2, and 0.3. The family of symmetrical sections 
shovn in this figure was derived by Kaplan in reference 3 by a 
generalization of the Joukowski transformation. The corresponding 
velocity distributions are shown in figure 6(b). 

The velocity distribution on the wall (that is, for Ixi '1, 
Y= 0) can be obtained from the general expression for the velocity 
at any point in the plane outside the section; thus, for an arbi- 
trary airfoil situated at an angle of attack a in a free stream 
of unit velocity, the expression for the derivative wz of the poten- 
tial function in the airfoil z-plane is 

wp wz = - 
dz/d?? 



where wp is the derivative of the potential functisn in the circle p-plane. If p, is 
written in the form 

P = .pifl 

$0 R=e 

0, =v--vo 

evaluation of wp and dz/dp yields the following 
direction n[ of the velocity vector in the airfoil 

(16) 

formulas for the magnitude vz and the 
plane: 

sinh' KI cos' (@ + a) + 
vz = 

fcosh R sin (@ + a) + sin (CL + pT)],' 
07) 

-sinhflcos(pj-ta) 

6an iI= 

where pT is the zero-lift angle. 

Fz a SyDImetriCal flow and section, a, = PT 
fi = &b&b = 0, Equation (17) thus reduces to 

= 0; whereas, for points Dn the wah, 
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bz) sirh C;a 
wall = 

sirih 52 + 
(19) 

The value of for arbitrary XH@ is obtained by differen- 

tiating equatir,n (lZb), replacing R with e Y 
the valuespreviously determined for the se&i.&. 

and using for an 

The conformal transformation of a sinusoidal bump was next 
determined 3y the method of successive approximations outlined in ' 
the preceding section. The thickness ratio T was taken to be 
0.2, so that the symmetrical section has the equation 

Y= .?O.l (1 -I- cos X xi> (-lSXl1) (20) 

The symmetrical section of figure 6(a) with T = 0.2 was chosen as 
the zercth approximation. Two approximations were carried out. The 
maximum differences between the ordinates ef the given boundary 
(equation (20)) and the successively derived boundaries were about 
5, 1.5, and 0.25 percent for the zeroth, the first, and the second 
approximations, respectively. Table 2 contains the data for the 
second approximation and figure 7 shows the velocity distribution 
over bump and wall. The approximate result of Allen, obtained on 
the basis of thin-airfoil theory, is also shown in figure 7. The 
maxjmum difference between the two curves is abcut'8 percent of the 
maximum increment of velocity over the free-stream value. This 
difference, it should be remembered, is for a %O--percent thickness 
ratio; for the very small thickness ratios considered by Allen; 
thin-airfoil theory is quite adequate. 

Figures 6 and 7 show that the velocity distribution in the 
neighbwhood of the point where bump meets wall merits discussion. 
A symetrical section can become tangent to the wall in any one of 
three ways: with infinite curvature, zero curvature, and finite 
nonzero curva-hre, The case of infinite cmvature, properly called 
a cusp, holds for the special family of sections given by equa- 
tions (14) and (15) and also for the trailing edge of a symmetrical 
Joukowski airfoil, The velocity curve corresponding to both bump 
and wall has a minimum value at the cusp; the velocity gradient at 
the cusp is finite on the bump side and infinite on the wall side 
as indicated in figure 6(b). See reference 4 for a comparison with 
experiment. 

Zero curvature is obtained at the sharp edge of the symmetrical 
section if, in addition to conditions (13), the following equation 
holds: 
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?* 3 in a,=0 
1 

lYA?A ,XE?R Bo ESAO.5 . . 

The velocity ac-ie In this case has a rni~aum at scme poink on the 
bmp L-d t&e velocity grad%& is continuous at the point where the 
section meet3 t3e :;all. 

The section obtained by reflectin& the cosine blzrap in the wall 
has finite nonzero cur-:akre at its sharp edge. The velocity is a 
mLni.mwl at a point on the b?jmp, as seen in figure 7, but the conti- 
nuity of tZ1e velocity ,-rdient at the sharp edge Is, from the cal- 
culations of this paper, still an open question, It is conJectwed 
that, a% a sharp edge of this t>Te, the velocity gradie& has a 
finite discontinuit;$. 

ZXKERIOR-DTERIOR XYPS 
\ 

The flow over a bvlnp Las been derived in tBe preceding section 
by reflection of the b??Ilzp contour in the ??a11 and anaiys is of tke 
resulting symmetrical section, If an exterior-interior hu2q, namely, 
a distoTt%oE of part of a s&l In hot-2 directions perpendicular to 
the i,~Ll, is reflected in %he T,7a119 a symmetrical Zigwe-ei&t sec- 
tion restits, as indicated in figure 8. The rnaiipi2g of such a con- 
-i;ouz onto a circle can be accoqlished as previo:;sly described. 
1% appears, &xf'ever, that the deri-ratrl?re dzjdp of the transforma- 
tion will be ze:0 at a pcLJ + ou-tside -%e circle corresponding to a 
p0iX-l-t -j,t!,-iQ i$& loop consi,&ing or" the i&.$r%or part of the blmrp 
contour and its refiection. yp-5 scch a zero mnst exist becomes 
evident upon tracing the paths arolL the figure-eight contour 
corresponding to concentri,c circles Larqer than B the basic circle. 
As ir;dicated nchewticallJ in figwe 3, Che transition contour 
betT.rsen those cf figwe-efgh-c t;Te and t!iOSe silply colnnscted h2s a 
sharp-edged extremity at the p0i05 F inside %he loop formed by 4230 
in?.erior part of the bu!q contoiiz azd its reflection. At this 
sharp edge: dz/dp = C. Al%h3~.& tl;is property of a looped contour 
mf&, 'De 7*&d , for exeqie~ in 1ocatZq tke sicgularitics of a 
mappin,! fiictio-r-, this met&od of at"i.acB does not yield the desired 
flow over the ex-i;arior- inkerio r q~-ump (the flop actually obtained is 
t&t whose zero stroamlirrs is tkc pat2 A.BCi?Z%Z in fig. 8). It may 
bP qoted that tke co>-ventio,nal application of thin-airfoil theory v a 
a180 Breaks dam in this case. 

The flo?T ov=r an exterior-irrterior bump can be obtained b.y 
mapping t2s bmp and ti~c wLLl corr'cours o&o an infinitely long 
straight line. Points on the b-tmp contotu* are related to points on 
?& stra@t 1a-e by tjje or,@, 
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z - [ = hx -!- iay 

as indicated in figure 9, and points on the straight line are related 
t9 points 3n the unit circle by the bilinear transformation, which 
for the problem under consideration is taken as 

5 . = 1 
( > 

p-i 
\P + i (21) 

Equation (21) transforms the upper half c-plane into the region 
exterior to the unit circle; corresponding points of both regions 
are shown in figure 9. For points on the boundaries, the inverse- 
power-series expression for 2 - c (equations (9) and (21)) yields 

AX = 5 an cos n$ +2 bn sin n@ - 
0 0 

hy = 5 bn CO9 n$ - 2 a,sinn@ 1. . 

0 0 i 
(22) 

x = t + Ax = tan +-@ + Ax(#) 

Y = AY 
J 

The velocity distribution at the surface of the bump is obtained 
from the complex velocity function wz: 

The absolute magnitude of the velocity v is therefore given by 

As a simple example of an exterior-interior bump, ?.he fagLily 
representea by 
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Ax = b sin jd 

is slu&rated for vi2rfous values of b, toge%her dth the corre- 
sponding velocity disti-ibutions, in fig-mea IO 2nd 11. Ry the 
-~&~o$s previously descrLbed and also by s~qeqosition of s0lUti0nS 
by linear codi~ations Of CNF's, a?r;ljitraq distortions 01 a straS.ght 
wall 223,y -se a2ai;zed or s:%thesizea. 

The t-elocity ai5te.bi?ti0~5 oil corrugations and bumye as deter- 
mined by confox-aal tj:~~iSf@X3EtiOi2 kre, in the case of 20-perrcent 
thiclmess FatTo, appreciably dEferen% frm tfie corresponding results 
by thin-airfo5 & theory. The m3ximum difZerence5, elrgr-eased as frac- 
tions o? the rzxi-rm imcrezent of velocity over free-stre3m velocity 
prodwed by the disturbance f mo~zt to approximztely 15 percent fox 
0 sinwoi&l CO~~~~~t~OIl of 2C--pement thickzess rcLj.0 and 3 percent 
for a sinusoidal bmnp of the ssze tkiclriess ratio. In the litit of 
zero tX.dklecS ratio, the results by confo%ml trsnsfomatlon are 
identic81 \,%tk tke resdts b;- thin-airfcil t>eory. 

Aircraft Eng:ae Reseazech LaboELtOFy, 
F&-i;ioq& .,,$7isory Gomittee for AeronaXtiCs, - - 

Clevel32.d Ohio 2 0 
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Figure 2.0 Special family of corrugations. 
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Figure 3.- Velocity distributions of special 
family of corrugations. 
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Figure 4.- Comparison of velocity distributions 
for cosine corrugations. 
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(a) Profiles. 
Figure 6.0 Special family of bumps. 
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(b) Vel?eat; distributions. 
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Figure 7. - Comparison of velooity distributlonr for cosine bumps. 
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